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Sustainability criteria 
for marine fuels



Why define sustainability criteria for marine fuels?

• The sustainability of zero (and low) carbon marine fuels must be considered alongside their price, 
availability and technical feasibility

• Managing supply chain risks of marine fuels requires an understanding of the sustainability issues from a 
full lifecycle perspective – i.e. well-to-wake

• Once the sustainability criteria for marine fuels are defined, industry standards can be set and 
certification schemes put in place

Ø supporting risk management strategies, as well as increasing trust and credibility among fuel producers and suppliers; 
shipowners (as fuel purchasers); shipping customers; regulators; and investors

• Use of the sustainability criteria in standard-setting and certification schemes will vary according to 
different feedstocks and production pathways as well as market demand

• While some sustainability standards and certification schemes currently exist and are successfully being 
used in the maritime sector for a limited group of marine fuels, others remain unaddressed
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SSI’s work on defining sustainability criteria for marine fuels
activities & timeline
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Phase 1 
(June 2020-Mar 2021)

•Development of 
preliminary set of 
sustainability criteria for 
marine fuels

• Initial consultations of 
preliminary criteria and 
feeding into ongoing 
industry initiatives

Phase 2
(Oct 2020 - June 2021)

• Research & stakeholder 
consultations to: (i) 
explore existing 
standards and 
certification of relevance; 
and (ii) test and validate 
sustainability criteria

•Report and 
dissemination of findings

Phase 3
(Jan-Dec 2021)

•Engagement with 
standards and 
certification bodies to 
use sustainability criteria 
and facilitate 
development of a 
sustainability standard 
and/or certification 
scheme



Structure and definitions guided by recognised industry standards
Structure

Definitions
• Sustainability issue: What needs to be considered over the whole lifecycle of marine fuels, ensuring the 

needs of current generations are met while not compromising those of future generations 

• Principle: Aspirational goal that provides guidance on sustainability issues of relevance
• Criteria: Describes best practice and sets out the condition(s) to meet the principle

• Standard: Provides minimum requirements based on the criteria, with which compliance may or may not 
be mandatory; developed by (third-party) standard-setting body

• Certification: Assures sustainability by way of thresholds and indicators (which may be all) of the 
standards; conducted by (third-party) certification body
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issue Principle Criteria
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Sustainable Shipping Initiative Standard/certification bodies

Standard Certification

Working definitions adapted from Brundland Report; ISO; ISEAL; RSB



Sustainability issues
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Lifecycle GHG 
emissions & other 

climate forcing 
factors

Carbon source Hydrogen source Air quality Social 
Responsiveness

Water Sustainable 
resource use Land use change Ecological impacts

Social, labour and 
human rights

Socio-economic 
development Food security Safety Continuous 

improvement

ENVIRONMENTAL GOVERNANCE

SOCIAL SAFETY & CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT



A worked example
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Category Social

Social, labour and human rights

Principle Production of sustainable zero (and low) carbon marine fuel should respect 
social, labour and human rights

Criteria
Operations leading to the production of the fuel – including operations in the extractive 

industries – shall not violate labour or human rights of the affected populations, shall promote 
decent work conditions and workforce well-being, and shall not violate land rights (including 

indigenous and/or customary rights, ensuring Free Prior Informed Consent (FPIC)

Sustainability
Issue



Panel discussion
Q&A
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• Need to replace over 300 million tonnes per year of fossil fuels for shipping with renewable, zero 
emission fuels or other energy sources.

• This is a significant challenge which will occur in parallel with decarbonisation of other sectors, 
which can involve competition for scarce energy and material resources.

• All renewable energy sources – wind, solar, batteries, biofuels, electro-fuels, etc. – involve 
potential risks and impacts that must be identified, monitored and minimized.

• The entire lifecycle of the energy source must be taken into account, including the GHG 
emissions over the full lifecycle – not just on-board emissions. 

Ø No fuel should be treated as a priori zero emissions or net-zero emissions – this can only be established 
through a rigorous life cycle analysis (LCA);

Ø Crop based biofuels in particular pose concerns about competition with food production, carbon stocks 
and natural forests, including risks of direct and indirect land use change.

• Will be essential to have sound certification of fuels to ensure they are in fact resulting in the 
claimed life cycle emissions reductions.

• Certification must take into account a wide range of potential impacts on emissions and carbon 
stocks, eco-systems and people.

Ø This includes the life-cycle emissions, source of the hydrogen and carbon contained in the fuels, the 
impact on air and water quality, on safety of workers and communities, and respect for laws and 
governance frameworks, human rights, and land rights.

• Question of green vs. blue, grey, black hydrogen, ammonia etc.

Sustainability of shipping fuels



A Shipowner/Manager/Operator’s 
Perspective

• Sustainability Concerns

• We have to “do the right thing”. Period.
• Our charterers / customers expect us to “do 

the right thing”.
• We need to assure ourselves that we are 

doing the right thing.
• We need to be able to demonstrably assure 

our customers that we have done the right 
thing. 

• We need to have assurance that the chosen 
marine fuel is greener over its whole life cycle  
(so “’well’ to wake”) to avoid “leakage”.

• Sustainability concerns are not limited to 
Environmental. They include Social, 
Governance, Safety and others.

• The new low/zero fuels must be economically 
viable, both in themselves and in competition 
with use in other sectors. 
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Low-Carbon Ammonia Certification

• AEA launched certification program in July 2020. 
• Drive consensus: metrics, boundaries, definitions.
• Demonstrate projects / pilots: early, visible, credible.
• Cross sectors: fertilizer, maritime, hydrogen, power, etc.
• Identify market premium: support financing of new plants.

• Items for discussion: 
• Green & blue are not black & white: nuclear, pyrolysis, bio, waste?
• GHG intensity (0 to 100) or brand / limit (green / low)? 
• Modular : hydrogen, ammonia, delivery, consumption?
• Tradeable or traceable?
• Inventory: every gallon / ton, or every month / year?
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A global trade association 
that advocates for the 
responsible use of ammonia 
in a sustainable energy 
economy.

Supply: decarbonize 
ammonia production.
Demand: adopt ammonia in 
energy markets.

Trevor Brown
Executive Director
tbrown@ammoniaenergy.org

mailto:tbrown@ammoniaenergy.org


info@sustainableshipping.org

sustainableshipping.org

@SustShipping

Thank you

Join SSI on our journey and contribute to the 
development of sustainability criteria for marine fuels


